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Founder’s day 
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Children’s Day– Dedicated to Soldiers 
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Kisan Diwas Celebration  
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EIS Chairman, Dr. Nikhil Wagh unfurled the National flag on 

the occasion of Republic Day 
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Marathi Bhasha Gaurav Din  

Every year, February 27 is celebrated as Marathi Language Day in Maha-
rashtra and Goa states in India. It is also known as ‘Marathi Bhasha Din’ 
and ‘Marathi Bhasha Diwas’ in Hindi and Marathi respectively.  
 
This day is regulated by the State Government of Maharashtra and is 
also celebrated in some regions of Karnataka, and Madhya Pradesh. Ma-
rathi Language Day is celebrated on birthday of eminent Marathi Poet 
Vishnu Vaman Shirwadkar. This day is celebrated by Marathi-speaking 
people in the state to honor the rich history and literature associated 
with it. On this day, essay competitions and seminars are arranged in 
Schools and Colleges. Government officials are asked to conduct various 
events.  
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Sports Day Pre-primary 
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Grandparents Day 
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Farewell Party  
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“Model United Nations Human Migration and Mobility 

EIS - MUN 2022-23 
 
The Educon International School (EIS) Model 
United Nations (MUN) conference for 2022-23 
was focused on the critical issue of "Human Mi-
gration and Mobility Rights". The conference 
provided a platform for students of Grades 7, 8, 
and 9 to discuss, negotiate and debate solutions 
to this burning issue. The students represented 
six countries - India, Mexico, USA, United King-
dom, China, and Australia. 
After careful consideration and voting by the del-
egates, mentor teachers and audience, two reso-
lutions were passed. Mexico's solution focused 
on improving job opportunities and teaching citi-
zens to fight for their rights, while the United 
Kingdom's solution aimed to protect migrants 
and combat xenophobia. 
The conference was a great learning experience 
for the students, who developed skills as success-
ful learners, effective contributors, confident in-
dividuals, and responsible citizens. It highlighted 
the importance of discussion and debate as a 
means to seek solutions to global problems. 
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“Model United Nations Human migration and Mobility– EIS 2022”  
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“ Hour of Code ” 

The Hour of Code - largest learning event in history during 
Computer Science Education Week December 3-9, 2022 
 
HOC is a global movement introducing tens of millions of 
students worldwide to computer science, inspiring kids to 
learn more, breaking stereotypes, and leaving them feeling 
empowered. 
 
We are coding! We are coding! 
 
EIS students participated in the Hour of Code. They are 
fully engaged and had so much fun programming. 
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“ Hour of Code ” 

 

Continuing to inculcate the seed of Coding, which is 
making a lot of advancement in the field of tech-
nology, we once again gave an opportunity to our 
students to have a hands-on workshop of coding to 
understand the basics and be able to create a small 
program as an output. Students from Grade 1  to 7 
participated the Hour of Code .They learnt about 
what coding is and why is it required. They had fun 
while learning and showed interest in   Coding. The 
goal of organizing ‘Hour of Code’ was not to teach 
anybody to become an expert in computer program-
ming in one hour, but the real objective was to give 
them a subtle exposure of learning basics of coding 
together through broad participation across gender, 
ethnic and socioeconomic groups. 
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ART LINK Program 

 
 
ARTLINK PROGRAM :  
Theme - Extraordinary  
EIS Students created art pieces that reflect extraordinary 
happening with themselves as per the theme and ex-
changed their work with a partner class in Windsor Locks 
Middle School. Students then examined and enjoyed the 
art from overseas, gaining new insights into both their 
own and their partner’s art pieces. 

After receiving the art, both the classes planned an 
interactive video conference to participate in a live 
one-hour session in which students shared their in-
sights with one another face-to-face in real-time. 
The young artists produced pieces that expressed some-
thing they see/feel/think extraordinary and value in their 
life and noted a specific moment in their scenes. 
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     Christmas celebration 
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STEAM FAIR 

Educon International School organized a STEAM fair. 
STEAM is an educational approach that incorporates the arts 
into the more-familiar STEM model, which includes science, 
technology, engineering and mathematics.  

There was maximum involvement of students from grade 1st 
onward. Pre primary students also participated in the exhibi-
tion. The objective to have a STEAM fair is to encourage and 
inculcate a scientific temperament among students.  

The STEAM fair was inaugurated by eminent scientists Dr. K 
Selvaraj (NCL) , Dr. Santosh Podder (IISER) and Dr. Mandar 
Shirolkar (Symbiosis International).Their wonderful feedbacks 
motivated our students.  

There were a number of working models on display, revealing 
the creativity of the students. Some of the notable ones were 
ISRO Chandrayaan Models, Various Constellations, 3D Holo-
gram, STEM Activities, Chemistry Experiments etc.  

Along with the science exhibition the audience even got to wit-
ness the wonderful art and craft exhibited by the students. The 
Art and Craft Exhibition is a very important event, where the 
students are encouraged to showcase their creativity by dis-
playing their art and craft projects, which are prepared 
throughout the year.  

The exhibition saw the attendance of large number of parents 
and was a huge success. There was also 3D Videos session ar-
ranged for parents. Enthusiasm and effervescence overflowed 
among students, teachers, parents and the management.  
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Our Pre Schoolers 

Graduation Day  

 

Graduation Ceremony-  

Little learners of Grade Sr KG, 
at Educon International School, 
have completed all the require-
ments of Pre-School program 
and have graduated to the For-
mal Education Section of the 
school. Their beaming confi-
dence and joy were palpable to 
all parents, teachers, and staff 
at EIS. It was mesmerizing to 
see the little ones wearing their 
graduation hats while cele-
brating this progress.  
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Our Pre Schoolers 

Puppet Show  

Puppet show -  

An experience enjoyed by the EIS students of Pre-primary as 
they were having a fun activity in month of December. 
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Our  Schoolers 
Culmination Day  
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Culmination Day  

This culminating has provided a sense of accomplishment 
and pride for all, parents, students, and teachers. We look for-
ward to seeing all of our students continue to excel and reach 
their full potential in the years to come. 

We are thrilled to announce that the culminating for our 
Nursery, Jr. KG, grade 1st and 2nd students was a huge suc-
cess! EIS is extremely proud of our young achievers who 
have shown dedication and hard work throughout the year. 
The culminating was a joyous occasion where students were 
recognized for their academic achievements, as well as their 
growth in other areas such as social skills and character de-
velopment. Parents, your support and guidance have been in-
valuable in helping your children reach this milestone with 
the support of our teachers. 
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National Science Day  

Practical knowledge is a quintessential part of learning science 
and students' need for exposure is quite high. It's essential that 
we incorporate a balance of theory and experiments and that's the 
reason EIS arranges various programs for experiential learning.  

Indo Science Education Trust and NM Foundation & Research Center or-
ganized Maha-Edu-Fest 2023 in Lokseva school. More than 60 scientists 
from various reputed institutes like ISRO, IPR and PRL, 100 + schools 
and 25000+ students participated in the 5 days fest from 13th Feb to 17th 
Feb 2023. Educon International School was invited to participate in the 

EIS students of grades 7th, 8th, and 
9th visited the space-related ISRO ex-
hibits including GSLV, PSLV models 
along with satellite models. Twenty-
one working models of Institute of 
Plasma Research [IPR] Laboratory 
were also exhibited where EIS stu-
dents received an opportunity to inter-
act with the scientists who explained 
to them real-life applications of plas-
ma and its usage in various walks of 
life. "Plasma", being a relatively new 
concept for all, made them curious 
enough to ask plenty of questions to 
the scientists. The ISRO models and 
telescope viewing were exciting for 
them as well. This visit reiterated the 
achievements of India in extremely 
advanced innovations and this rein-
stalled the feeling of appreciation for 
the contribution of India towards sci-
ence and technology. It was a great 
experience for our young minds to ex-
plore, engage, and experience.  
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Anvika Khadelwal( IIIB)  Anay  Yeole   IIIB 
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        Mayraa  (IIA ) 
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Advay  Thakare (III A ) Mihika Jaiswal( III A)  

Amar (V B) 
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Vedika  M  III A)  

Pratyush IIIA 
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Vivaan,Siddharth,Shriyansh,Sarthak III-A) 
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Yashwardhan Jadhav  
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Deepsikha  (III-B) 
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Rahul Chaudhari  (VIII) 
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Advik Chinni( I-D) 
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Picnics are an important part of education because they provide 
an opportunity for students to experience new environments 
and learn about the world around them in a hands-on, immer-
sive way.  
EIS had planned an excursion of grade I and II students to Sori-
na Hill Resorts on 20th December'22, to add to such an experi-
ence of fun, where children also learn to build relationships and 
create a sense of community and create memories.  

 
PICNIC 
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EIS students of grades III and IV were taken for a class picnic at 
Sheru Agro Tourism Resort 0n 20th December 2022. With their 
bags packed with games, snacks, and a lot more, the students 
were very happy and excited to go for the picnic.  

 
PICNIC 
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              It was a great moment to witness the       
excitement in the expression of EIS students on 
17th December'22.  

The students of grades 5th to 10th were eager and 
desperate to embark upon the journey and to reach 
Imagica Theme Park.  
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PICNIC 

Our preschoolers had a lovely experience that 
took them into a world of fun beyond class-
rooms.  
They thoroughly enjoyed their picnic at Lekha 
Farms. 
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Field trip to Bank 
 

The main objective of conducting a field trip for students is to reinforce 
experiential and contextual learning.  
As part of Curriculum for Excellence (Experiential Learning), EIS stu-
dents visited a bank to understand how it functions.  

They went to various sections such as inquiry, cash, loans sections and in-
teracted with the officers.  

They also witnessed the working of an ATM. Students now have a better 
understanding of how banking transactions work and the bank functions.  
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The main objective of conducting a field trip for students 
is to reinforce experiential and contextual learning. 

As part of Curriculum for Excellence (Experiential Learning), 
students of  Educon International School visit to Chitale 
Bandhu Manufacturing Unit was to understand the working of 
the production facilities, customer satisfaction, and quality 
management of the company and to know various factors that 
steered the company to attain leadership in the food and con-
fectionary market. 
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India is a democratic country and the importance of elections in a demo-
cratic country could never be neglected. Elections in India play a very vi-
tal role in the country’s politics and its overall growth and development.  
 
The election is the process through which people express their opinion 
through public voting and elect the candidates to be sent to public offices. 
Elections are considered the base of democracy as it ensures that the gov-
ernment chosen through election is of the people, by the people, and for 
the people. A free and fair election showcases the signs of a healthy de-
mocracy in a country. Through the election, the citizens of a country ex-
press their acceptance or denial of the government’s policies and work.  
To understand the process of elections, which also is a part of their SST 
syllabus, mock elections had been conducted in 5A and 5B to elect their 
Class monitor. Through this process, candidates introduced themselves 
and the election was held in the class. Kids were thrilled to choose their 
own monitor.  

Experiential Learning  
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 Spell Bee 
In the time and age of auto - correct, predictive text and 
spell check, the spell wizards of EIS participated in the 
Spell Bee International Competition  and made all of us 
proud by bagging the best ranks in an international lev-
el. 
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SFA Championship Pune 2022 -  

Our multi talented students have earned laurels at the SFA Championships 2022, under various categories.  

We congratulate our students for the achievements and participation, while balancing both their pursuit of 

sports and academics. 

Special Mention -  

Renit Samani (U-7) (600m inline)Silver, (U-7) (400m inline) Bronze ,R 

Renit Samani (U-7) (200m inline )Bronze  

Sanvi Patel (U-9) (200m Quads) Bronze  

Charvi Agrawal (U-7) (200m inline )Bronze  

Vardaan Kolte (Silver - Table Tennis),  

Adhish Adhipathy (Gold - Badminton)  

Sushant (Silver - Long Jump), 

Pujyasrita (Silver - Long Jump),  

Abhyuday (Both Silver in 50M and 100 Mtr Running)  

Abhiti (Silver in 100 Mtr Running)  

Our Chess Masters won a trophy for the school in SFA Championship Pune 2022  

Anvita, Sarah, Shreyash, Tanay, Adwik , Vaishni, Anay, Ajinkya, Samraj, Aryan, Shivam, Riva, Ahan, Dhairya, 

Kiyaan, Sanvi, Vidit, Aditya, Lavannya, Ashutosh, and Aryaveer  

We are glad to inform you that EIS students participated in the Pune District-level Junior Athletics Competition.  

Abhyuday Singh (3-A) ranked 1st in 80M Running and 2nd in 50M running competition and Abhiti Mishra (1-

E) stood 3rd in U-8 (80M) Run, they will be running the State Level Competition in March at Kolhapur.  

Renit Samani (I-A) won 2 Silver medals in OPEN STATE YOUNGEST FASTEST SKATER OF INDIA Championship 

and came first in 8th Open Roller Speed Skating Championship. 

Navya Vora (II-A) won a gold medal in a Football tournament and bagged 2 silver medals in open national 

taekwondo tournament.  
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We are pleased to inform you that Educon International School has ex-
celled in all the Ranking parameters that are; 
- Goodwill, Legacy and Reputation 
- Academic Excellence 
- Future-Ready Infrastructure 
- Enrichment of Learning Experience in Sports and Cultural Activities 
- Online and Social Presence 
With the modalities of the survey and parameters on which the schools 
are ranked, whole EIS team is feeling really proud that in such a short 
time since inception, we have achieved recognition and acknowledgement 
by such a prestigious survey. 
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Here's our champions! National Science Olympiad and International 
Mathematics Olympiad. 
 
Congratulations to all our best performers and Gold Medal Winners. May 
they keep on bringing wonderful results and make the school proud. 

IMO NSO 
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Various Competitions 

LogIQids Olympiad 

Here's our champions - Logical Reasoning Exam Re-
sults are out. 
LogIQids Olympiad was Conducted by IIT-IIM Gradu-
ates for our Students from Sr. KG. LogiQids is an inno-
vative web-based Learning to Develop Logical Reason-
ing in Kids At a young age. LogIQids aims at boosting 
Brain Development in Kids And Enhance Various Criti-
cal Skill Sets Like Problem Solving Creativity and Lat-
eral thinking.  
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‘Splash' a national-level Art, Craft, and Creative Writing Competition, was held at Educon Interna-
tional School organized by Axis Bank, where kids came forward to find simple green solutions to 
have a beautiful and healthy world.  
 
The objective of the competition was to empower the students of our country to be creators of 
change through their imagination and creativity. EIS students brought forward the need for envi-
ronmental conservation for a greener and cleaner future through their activity. EIS students illus-
trated their views enthusiastically portraying India in 2030 metro, fast trains, digitally strong India, 
etc and Evergreen India by showing greenery and less construction.  

 
   Splash  Contest 
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Dr. Homi Bhabha Balvaidnyanik Competition was held on 
26th November 2023. We are proud that EIS students 
have qualified for the certificates. 
Dr. Homi Bhabha Balvaidnyanik Competition is conducted by 
The Greater Bombay Science Teachers' Association since 
1981 to encourage students to take interest in science, to 
inculcate scientific attitude and to search science talent in 
students and motive them towards basic sciences as well as 
to clear the scientific concepts among them.  

            
            Dr.Homi Bhabha 
     Balvainyanik competition     

Participant List 
 
1)Ms. Jigisha Degloorkar (Grade IX) 
2)Mst. Ashutosh Kalbhande (Grade IX) 
3)Ms. Janhvi Rathi (Grade IX) 
4)Ms. Pushkar Lokhande(Grade IX) 
5)Mst Asutosh Sahu (Grade VI) 
6)Ms. Niya Selvaraj (Grade  VI) 
7)Ms.Swara Kulkarni (Grade  VI) 
8)Mst. Aaryan Korde (Grade  VI) 
9)Mst.Adhiraj Shiradkar (Grade  VI) 
10)Mst.Aarav Bhimani (Grade  VI) 
11)Mst. Parthi Kumavat (Grade  VI) 
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Thank you parents,  
for your feedback.  

Your belief motivates 
us to succeed  

further. 
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Thank you parents,  
for your feedback.  

Your belief motivates us to 
succeed further. 
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#joyofgiving  
EIS always focuses on helping the less fortunate through all school donation drives. 
Then the items collected are given to different local organizations including local or-
phanages, Tribal Schools, and special needs schools.  

This time we partnered with Donate Aid Society which is involved in the betterment 
of the needy, poor and tribal people. Their activities are focused on education, 
health, and employment.  

As per the survey conducted by the organization, there are a total of 86 Katkari 
Vastyas (Tribal Padas) in Mulshi Taluka. And for them, they have a special branch 
named Disha Kendra.  

We selected a zp school from the village Ambadvet where a hamlet is situated. It 
was a joyful time for the 50+ EIS students of Grades 6-A and 6-B to spend some 
quality time with the students from Ambadvet village on Friday, December 9, 2022. 
The happiness of the students compounded when they actually interacted with the 
students from ZP school.  

https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/joyofgiving?__eep__=6&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZV4QhLRgxNk0cnEGAq_EY-Q90uca99WSSkb_KpxKw1JkpuM8lNjlfVwCyHM7aoVuhFtuyjPhSzb48lkhMsvajZV_nxMhqxj9dzE78UZAtI3j6jaGiPFWS0OYon4KLl2V3mhuB4Q6wLOOICEckmYpIJtPh1k6uzZis9j3-ZkoKOT3Mi40Fpa5peevzn5-
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We are glad to announce that EIS students participated in the World’s 

Largest Literary Event, the National Young Authors’ Fair where they 

wrote books and also published those on bribooks platform online. 

National Young Authors’ Fair is the Biggest Book Writing Competition in 

the world’s history, where 1 Million books will be written and published 

by children for children.  

The event helped participants become Published Authors, and soon their 

books have an ISBN now that is issued by the Ministry of Education with 

your support.  

The individual authors will also get a chance to compete with other 

schools, with the option to win multiple awards and to be showcased at 

the New York Public Library in Manhattan.  

Congratulations to all the EIS young authors !  
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We are delighted to inform you that Educon International School has been declared 
the winner at the 25th World Education Summit Dubai Awards 2023 in the category 
of "Excellence in Eduction for Holistic Development"!  

This is a remarkable achievement and a testament to the hard work and dedication of 
the school's Management, faculty and staff, as well as the support of the students 
and their families.  

The award recognizes the school's commitment to providing a well-rounded educa-
tion that focuses not only on academic excellence, but also on the development of 
the student in all the dimensions.  
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We are delighted to inform you that EIS Chairman, Dr. Nikhil Wagh, re-
cently was interviewed by Ms. Sheeba Chauhan of Elets News Network.  

During the interview, Dr. Wagh discussed the importance of education in 
today's fast-changing and interdependent world. He emphasized the need 
for education to go beyond academic and cognitive knowledge, suggest-
ing that learning beyond classrooms is crucial for individuals to reach 
their full potential as human beings.  

This sentiment highlights Educon International School's commitment to 
providing a holistic approach to education that goes beyond traditional 
classroom teaching. The school understands that students need to devel-
op skills beyond academic and cognitive knowledge to thrive in the 
world today. By emphasizing experiential learning, Educon International 
School is ensuring that its students have the tools they need to succeed 
both academically and in their personal lives.  
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Happy Faces @ EIS  Daycare 
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Happy Faces @ EIS  Daycare 
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Here are our champions! 
Incredible Results at Educon International School 

ICSE 2023!  
Congratulation to all the talented 10th standard stu-
dents for their outstanding performance in the ICSE 

Board Exam 2023!  
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www.educoninternationalschool.com 


